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' ' 'J " ' ' ' INTRODUCTION .:■■■■

Some countrieB are: said to use planning in the.attempt to achieve the

society1* fundamental aims while, other countries are said to abstain from

; planning. The division is not very clear} countries said to abstain from

,-pXanaing.may actually do a lot of planning in the sense of'pursuing policies

:for ,the-achievement of olearly stated objectives ^according to a fairly long

,;texmiprQgramme of systematic actio.n. But planning may in such cases be limited

..to, a,small, part of the-economy, o^ to sporadic measures affecting the whole

economy decided on tUe basis of a general but rather vague plan and it may

not involve a great deal of direct government intervention. This is true

particularly cf some of'the most highly developed'countries which achieved

"a high level of"development^without general economic "planning>:and where the

problem of further development consists of maintaining a'steady:rate of

growth rather than of'a rapid achievement of particular targets. But in

many if not most of the'countries in the process of development there is

machinery for the drafting and implementing of more or less concrete plans

for a specific period such as five or ten years1.' In this paper we shall

speak for convenience' of "planning" or "the plan* us if all countries had

a definite plan, even though'in some, countries it would be;pore accurate

to use some such expression as "the intentions-of 4the pp.licy-makers11.

The present paper is concerned more specifically :with' certain aspects

of manpower planning in the framework'of,■ or as part of overall^development

planning.

Manpower planning, or the establishment and ^implementation of a man

power policy for development purposes, represents an important part of the

total strategy of development and utilization of human reSGurjjeBj. Broadly

'. speaking, tit' concerns ;iiself with all:the problems,1 related -to; bo\th the

making and the implementation of programmes for: , ..,-,,; ,,
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(a) The employment of manpower, i.e. the efficient use of existing man-

pnver resources, by attainment pf a high level o£ productive

employment. ...... .

(b) The formation of manpower through education and training —'i.e. *

the question of how much and what kind of education and training

should be given to how many people for their direct employment in

productive functions in the economy.

: The eotablishmeiit pf - •jnplrynieo'fc objectives has extremely important

.;.iinplicatiojfcB for non^-manpower aspects of the plan$. such as investment

acquirements, the product—mix, the rate of growth, etc. This important

;aspeo-fc of manpower planning falls largely outside the questions, with which

this meeting is specially concerned, and will therefore not be discussed

in this paper. Because of its importance, it will,.however, be necessary

to refer to it now and again, if only in passing*

The efficient use of exisitng manpower resources may also be promoted

by such instruments as work studies, vocational guidance, employment service,

management training, etc., all of which more or less exclusively belong to

the armoury of the manpower planner. In addition, there may be'other

instruments, the use of which could be contemplated for "manpower reasons"

but the effect of which must be judged also from other viewpoints, such as

fiscal policy measures,land reforms, government spending, important

restrictions, etc/ Again, these aspects will not be examined in any detail.

Similarly, education serves other purposes than meeting manpower

requirements, etg. social and cultural objectives and many problems of

estimating needs for and programming the supply of educated and trained

manpower would have little to do with manpower" planning as such. But for

technical reasons it is o'ften necessary or convenient to deal with "man

power" and "non—manpower'1 needs for education simultaneously - rather

than adding one .type of needs to the other,, after having estimated them

Xf In the rest of this paper the term education will be used in a very wide

sense, covering both general education and vocational and professional

training, both in institutions and on the job*



separately* This rtype-of manpower planning problem'; related""to "the need for

qualified'manpower-- with various sorts of skills, at different levels will

be further- discussed throughout the paper.

The three preceding paragraphs give of course, just a few specific

-examples of the' interdepsndence between general planning and manpower planning

a question"that forme the main theme of this paper. It seems clear., already

at the outset, however, that it would be rather misleading to talfc-o.f manpower

planning as a."field of its own - even if its interdependence as related to

economic planning is emphasized. It does not seem relevant to talk of a manpower

plan as something that.could be derived from the over-all rplan, that wculd

constitute a basis for .it or even as a consolidated something that should

be reconciled with the general development, plan. It would rather/make'sense

to say that all through, the development planning process there-are: problems to

be dealt with and decisions to be taken that have a manpower aspect -' from

the establishing of fundamental aims and the target-setting to the concrete

implementation of; the programmes and.projects..

.The paper is organized in: four major sections. In Section I, some

general characteristics of whatsis traditionally called'manpower'demand and

manpower,supply are discussed as a background'to the two main parts of the

paper. The first of these, Section II, deals with the interdependence of

manpower requirements and availabilities, while the other, Section-III,

discuasea the principles of integrating manpower planning in :the total'plan.

Section IV, finally, sums up the conclusions in terms of an attempt to

spell out. more concretely the specific- functions arid major'steps to be

covered by manpower planning.

■ I". "■CHARACTERISTICS OF MANPOWER RJQUIR JJEHTS jJTO) MANPOWER
..■..AVAILABILITIES .'* ■ '■

>'" '■ ' 'Before going further into the question of defining the rcle of man-r

power forecasting and planning it seems worth while to recall briefly the:

nature of the processes and mechanisms that condition manpower requirements

and manpower availabilities. (For several reasons/ which cannot be gone
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into here in any detail, these terms seem, more suitable than "demand"

r and "supply" which suggests the existence of .efficiently working market

mechanisms, such as very often-do not exist with regard to manpower'and

employment. Also, the planner is by definition interested in the manpower

required to attain the targets of the plan, rather.than in the demand that

can he expeoted to he forthcoming "automatically" from the employers; he

is more interested in manpower resources that are or.could be made available,

than in the supply of manpower, offering itself.on the market.)

1# Some Characteristics of Elcjipowor Requirements '

.... v ■ Manpower requirements exist only as derived demand, reflecting the

final demand for goods and services produced by different sectors of

economic activity. Total manpower requirements, and the total level of

employment, is a "basic question in manpower planning and foreoasting .

Even within one industry, however, manpower is not a homogeneous commodity*

eaoh individual is employed for the performance of a specific trade, profes

sion or type of work; manpower requirements may he specified by occupation.

Also, some occupations require a specific education, others do notj a

salesman, e.g. may have a commercial training at university level, or he

may have a technical or agricultural training at secondary level, or he

may just have completad his compulsory general education,

Thus, just as each industry has its own occupational composition,

each occupation has its educational composition which may vary from

country to country; in respect of many occupations it is also changing

considerably over time. Accordingly, both current employment and estimates

of future manpower requirements may be specified by education, both by

level of education (e.g, measured by the number of years of education)

and by specialized fields of education (e.g. taking broad groups:

technical, commercial, agricultural, etci) As for the future requirements

the educational pattern (particularly by level) for a certain occupation

is by no means absolutely given but depends on availabilities and

competing requirements,.
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In a country where a general development plan exists in terms of ;;output

targets, there may "^e no -great doubt as to what is meant by manpower

requirements. In the extreme case when the plan covers the whole ■econoSiyo

future1 manpower^requirements may be understood' simply as the manpowers r ;;

require to achieve the plan targets, totally (i.e. the general level of:; -.

^employcientO as wel3L as in reBpect of -its-specific components, ~. This of ..;;r

course does 'not mdan1 that forecasting manpower requirements is an easy ■=

tiMertalCin;g,drthat the forecast results are necessarily "reliable" • - ;•

It iust means that the soope of "manpower forecastjftig oan be defined in

reasonably -exact terms, as an analysis of the manpower requirements Implied

in the plan: (an analysis^ which, of course, may also serve as a feasibility

• test' and may lead to-^the conclusion that the plan has to be modified:)1. ; ■:

In an economy where no development plan exists, the situation is rather

different. In such an economy even thelmain: objectives which Vould' be ne-eded

fox a plan, or the b.asio value judgements on, which .such objectives could "be

based may never have been formulated. Still, manpower .forecasting may.

have been.introduce^ as a "basis for. current decisions on..the expansion of

the education system and on changing the ..capacity of different branches, of:

this system;or the forecasts may, be used-in vocational guidance and oq.cuw.

pational information, thus influencing the educational and occupational, .

distribution of the inflow into the labour force.

It may seem that in this case the socio-economic development which

will determine manpower needs should be taken as an autonomous process _.,

resulting from the inter-aption of market forcesj to .be forecas-t in a ..

purely expecta-fcional. sensq. This has also, on the whole, been.the view,

taken by manpower forecasters in market economies* Thie view does not. .. ■

appear, however, to be wholly realistio; an interesting complication is

brought into the picture by manpower foreaasting itself. What happens- \

is that--expectational forecasts of manpower demands are used as a basis

for'measu?e;s'.by which the comparatively wellrcontrolle<l supply prooes,ses

will be Inifluencfed-and thus, as th!e educational structure of mihpowfer1

inputs has been determined, the whole socio-economio development .of the
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country will be. affected ,by the manpower forecasts, ^J*

One addtional point should be mentioned. In principle, the questions

to be answered by the assessment of manpower requirements deal with the

distribution (by industry, occupation or education) of future employment

rather than with an "absolute" need for certain kinds of manpower. The

future requirements for, say, engineers, must be. discussed in terms of their

proportion in the total employment. This is not only because the need.£or

engineers is- related, technicallyand directly,, to the number of technicians,

skilled workers, etc, tmployed, but also because the total sum of all . ;

manpower requirements must not exceed what is totally available. Nor. must

they add up to anything less than what may be accepted as reasonable employ

ment objectives - or, in a. country assuming (or planning for) full employment,

to anything less than the total future labour force*

2. Some Characteristics of Manpower Supply

Just as manpower requirements, the availability of manpower may be

studied as an aggregate, i.e. forecasts may be made in respect of the total

Size of the manpower resources of a country. -~The future labour force may

be broken down in specific.categories. In addition to the age and aex

distribution of the labour force, it is obviously the future skill composi

tion of the manpower supply that is the basic concern' of manpower planners.

Wiile it may be necessary to study manpower requirements (current and

future) as well as employment, by industrial sectors and by occupations,

such * classification1 seems less relevant with respect to future manpower'

availabilities. An individual's employment within a specific industry and

also his specific occupation are-temporary features-. What really matters

is the skill he has acquired and which usually fits him for a wide range

1/ In this situation the manpower forecasters, being honest, will have to
point out their forecasts should actually be judged by the desirability
or the forecast results as well as by the probability of their coming
true; that, their task has included the definition of choices among
which the society must make up its mind, rather than to predict an
unavoidable future for which society has to prepare itself, Experience
in some countries seems to show that ttis point is not always easily and
readily grasped by those who have political responsibility and
influence, and by public opinion.
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of occupations ..and economic sectors.- Sector and (.ocupation are."by nature

related to actual employment* manpower availabilities as such cannot "be '■-

olaseified "by .industry, or occupation; manpower is supplied rather in-terms

of educational and training categories. A man's education, though of course

supplemented by his experience, is a much more stable characteristic by

which he can be classified for the rest of his working life.-^ In economio

terms this seems to mean that the price mechanism of the employment market

(e.g.1 of wage differentials) may be fairly efficicient when it comes to draw

people from one' industrial sector to another, and such shifts may. occur -at

a rather fast rate. Within certain limits it is .also possible for an- indi

vidual to change his occupation, or , at the time when, he has completed his

trainirig,to choose between different occupations; again the market fcrcos

would seem to play a rather important role and to take effect with a compara

tively short time lag. When it comes to the educational composition to the

.labour force the situation appears"'to be quite different; the market forces

are inefficient or work vory slowly. .

The factors that determine the skill composition of the labour force,

i.e. the educational breakdown of the manpower availabilities,cannot.be

discussed in detail here. A few remarks on some characteristic features,

of tHe supply processes are, however, required.

Educational development (taken as a comprehensive term ..for .changes

in the skill,.composition of.the labour force inflow) may in most countries

be controlled to at least the same degree as changes in manpower requirements>

"often; to a much higher degree. Probably, however, educational development

is nowhere a completely controlled process; the educational preferences

and anfbitidns of young people and their parents have alsq. to be taken into ,

account and ttiey can only partly be influenced by e.g. vocational guidance.^

Educational plan's must therefore be based partly on the forecast (not ,

planned) deman for education as an autonomous factor.. Furthermore,.

1/ In countries where considerable efforts are being made to provide .

retraining and similar facilities, an individual's educational

characte-ristics may'.increase 'during his working life; still they would

appear to be more stable than his specific tasks within a certain

industry.
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education is-not planned on.the sole basis of manpower requirements.

Economic, social and cultural aspects are taken into consideration and

educational targets are based partly on non-economic objectives.

The degree to which one should aim at controlling educational develop-

man*, the degree to which one should use vocational guidance for influencing

•the flow into various educational categories - and the measures to be used

for these purposes are of course policy questions of basic importance. So

is also the question of a proper balancing of economic and non-economic

objectives in educational target-setting. Naturally, the answer to such

questions will be ve-y different .in countries of visions' types and -it.various

stages of development. Even so, is it possible to formulate some grinding

principles for answering these policy questions?

The question of controlling the educational composition of manpowe-r

supply cannot be left without a more conorete discussion of the time factor,

i.e. the time it takes to influence substantially the stock of manpower with

a special kind of education. The longer the education is, the. longer it will

take, of course, to change available stock of that specific kind of manpower.

However, even in the case of skills which do not require more than a moderate

amount of specialized education, the effect of measures-to- increase trailing

capacity will mature rather slowly. This means that measures to increase

the availabilities have to be judged in a very long-term perspective. Very

often the manpower forecasts have to be made for a period of 10-15-20 years.

Some rough calculations may be I-J-tuetrative. . Suppose that the pccj_ ,f

manpower with a specific kind of education and training is 1,000 in year 0,

Th* annual intake to this particular kind of training (which requires, say

three years) is 40 trainees a year, which may lead to an annual output of

35 trained people (about 10 per cent wastage during the training); this out

put is just sufficient to keep the pool of trained manpower at its present

size, i.e. it meets the replacement requirements caused by retirements,

deaths, etc. In year 0 the need is felt to increase the supply of such man

power. Suppose that it will take one year until a decision is taken to

increase the capacity.and another year until the facilities have been
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expanded (including the provision of additional teachers) so that.,the actual

"intake of students 03,n "be increased byj say? 50 per cent.j in year ^>f,fox

the first time, the output will then be 53 trained people, and t&e total

pool will-be increased from 1^,000 to 1^018 (35 needed to.meet the re

placement1 requirements) , In year 10 the pool will be 1,000?+.6 x IS - 1,""38 .

■.Even 15-'years after the decision to increase the training capacity by as

much as 50 per cent the pool will not have increased by more than.some 20

per cent* i .>e, just enough to keep pace- with a demand that has increased

,1.25 .per .cent, ,.a year-.

- ' -Even, over-longer periods there, may be difficulties .in-expanding the

capacity of a certain branch of. the ct^Liii ys.:.l n^r^cx, o g; boe.a\-.^o of

an'increased .need for teachers and instructors, lack- of financial resources,

or difficulties: in respect of the construction of new buildings required.

Furtherj in- some branches of education; various types- of private institu-

tions or schools--run by local governments, or non-institutional ■educational

facilities (such as.apprenticeship schemes, etc.) may represent an important

part of total educational.capacity- these educational faciltities are often

not even -formally controlled by any central agencyj possibilitia**

of influencing the capacity may then be limited, or it may at least be rather

time-consuming to do so, ■ . r- ,

II. THE INTERDEPENDENCE OF MANPOCT REQUIREMENTS,, .-MANPOWER

AVAILABILITIES aND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

The assessment of tuture. manpower requirements and planning for

meeting, these have a practical purpose. If, in the absence of special

action, the needs for particular categories of manpower are going to exceed

or fall short of the supply, it is well that this should be known in advance

so that plans can be made to deal with the situati^* So far as shortages

are concerned, special importance attaches to forecasts of skilled manpower,

since plan to remedy shortages in these categories may take years to imp

lement. Surpluses of certain categories of high level Manpower - particularly

people tfith arts degrees and legal qualifications - have also appeared in
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some newly developing countries. If there has "been accurate manpower

forecasting and effective planning' in the past, the anomaly of "educated

unemployed1' in countries crying out for high-level manpower with other

qualifications might have "been avoided. 'But there is also, in many newly

developing countries, a great surplus, present and prospective of Unskilled

manpower. This presents a challenge to economic planners and pulley-makers

■feo devise' plans for utilizing surplus labour in ways that will promote,

and hot impede, economic growth«»

It is not enough to say that nanperwer planning, is an attempt to ."balance

"'the"requirements and"'availabilities " of skilled manpower, i.e, to achieve

a situation in which all skilled manpower is■fully employed, and at the same

time the demand for all skilled manpower is satisfied. This statement

1 evades the'question of what determines manpower requirements^ the:level of

these and their structure (i,e0 the types of manpower needed) depend on the

level of developernent - id en ■ a structure of the ecttH©my. An-*under-developed

country with a particular economic structure may have a strong demand for or;

one type of skilled manpower, a much smaller demand for another type and no

demand at all- for still another type. A fully developed country has a much

larger demand for skilled manpower, and also the structure of this demand is

usually quite difier&:--t<.

This dependence of demand for skilled manpower on the- level of econo

mic development and on the general economic (and social) structure is true

at each point of time. It is thus true about the beginning as well as the

end of each plan. During the time between the "beginning and the end of a

general economic plan the level of development and the economic structure

will change, and from this change will result also a change in the require

ments for different catcories of manpower.

But the rate, at which an economy develops and its structure ..changes

depends in turn on a number of factors. It depends on the resources the

economy has, on.-the new resources it develops on the way in which the

economy utilizes all resources, and on the goals the society wants to

achieve "by utilization of resources* One of the resources - and
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an important one - is manpower. The economic growth and structural changes

which determine the demand for manpower thus depend themselves in part on

manpower - on the way in'~ which manpower is itilized, and the way new man-

power resources are developed.

To recapitulate:

:.(a) the future manpower requirements and variabilities are not

independent but there are links between them; and

(b) these links are" economic growth and structural changes.

This finding makes manpower planning much more difficult as the supply

and demand sidles cannot (or at least should not) be consider in isolation. At

the same time, it becomes clear that the purpose of high-level manpower

planning cannot be limited to achieving a balance between supply and demand.it

has., to he extended, also to the level at which supply and demand will balance.

■■''- - The determination of the level at which there is a balance between

supply and demand for manpower at different skill levels, as well as for

other factors of production, is of course the task of the development plans.

The development plan, regardless'of what fundamental aims it serves, seeks

to.balance requirements for and availabilities of each particular factor of

production (including manpower) at a level most compatible with achieving

the fundamental aims. The level at which supply and demand for manpower

(or for any other factor of production)" balance cannot thus be determined

in isolation but only with regard to all other factors of production, and

' in each case the basic criterion has to' be the achievement of fundamental

aims of the development plan. The purpose of manpower placing is thus

the same as the purpose of development planning.

This may-seem a rather surprising statement, unless we bear in mind the

purpose of development planning: to achieve certain social goals. The aims

may bo expressed in very general terms, such as "a high love! of dovclopment"

"ahigh standard of living" or "full satisfaction of material and cultural

needs". Such terms provide a general sense of direction in which the socie

ty wants to develop, but in order to be useful as criteria for Tractxcal

action they have to be translated" into more oncre^e terms-. -..First,

it is realized that such aim cannot be achieved this year or
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within the neat five years, it must he decided:'what to do in the :

near future to achieve the aims in a more distant future. The" second

point is even more important. The different elements in smch a "broad

fundamental aim as a higher standard of living -e.g. a high level of

employment, high wages, a high level of production, .short working hours,

good housing^ general education, etc. - may be combined in different ways

and may coJifllflt orie with another in the conditions of limited resources.

For practical action the fundamental aim must be. .therefore translated

into more concrete and. short-term targets which express the weight which

the. society attaches to each particular ingredient of the fundamental aim.

Targets need not be (and usually are not) purely economic; they may

involve social, cultural and other considerations. The purely economic

_: target may be expressed in a single formulas achieve the fastest growth

of national income (or of G.N.P. or some other over—all measure of national

economic performance). To this may be added other targets, setting specific

social and other goals. The total plan might include as targets:

(i) maximum growth of G.N.P.j

(ii) at least five—year education for all children;

(iii) university education for at least 2 per cent of the 23 year

olds;

. (iv) an old-age pension ($x p,ca.) for everybody over 10\

(v) expenditure of $y p»a. for the armed forces.

There isj of course, a virtually unlimited number of,possible

combinations of targets. But such targets are not always consistent -

target (v), for example, may conflict with;(i). It will then be necessary

to specify which are the priority objectives and which are to be achieved

as far as is compatible with these overriding ones. (Of course, the

priority objectives must be mutually consistent.)

The whole development plan has as its purpose the attainment of all

targets, and the manpower plan must be. .geared to this same objective. The

targets relating more specifically to manpower and tho resources available

for attaining these objectives (the number of students to be trained, the
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hummer of potential teachers coming forward, and so on.) will- be derivable,

from a comprehensive plan. But it will be easier for the manpower^planner,

if the educational targets are priority targets than if they are subsid

iary ones. Different approaches to solving the problem of interaction

between manpower planning and general economic planning will be discussed

in the next section, :

Apart from the targets of each plan, there is another important ele

ment in planning the means through which blueprints of plans are trans

lated into reality.There are two basic approaches to plan realizations

through compulsion and through inducement, jhdioative planning, where one

relies on the effect of the additional information provided by the plan,

is sometimes recognized as a third approach; it may also be looked upon -

as a "mild" form of inducement. In practice hardly any country will,

resort to one approach only, tnnan in the same fields import restrictions:

(compulsion) and import'duties (i.e."negative inducements") may be used

'side by side. In' the field of manpower the inducement approach predomin

ates, compared with direction of labour to particular .jobs. In the ind

ucement, approach the most obvious element is the wage or salary differ- ..;

ontial stimulating lyoung people to study subjects where there is a serious

shortage - e.g. agriculture, engineering - rather than subjects where the
Yf ■'■' * ' '■■■ '• "- '- ■ "■ ' -

.shortage is not so pronounced.—' Scholarships may valso be offered as in

ducement to people to.acquire needed qualif.ications. When compulsion is

used it does not have to extend to directing individuals to particular

jobs1. .The government may directly influence the distribution of students

and trainees among different branches of education and training by limit

ing the number of places in some fields and expanding the number of places

in others.. This instrument (adjusting the training capacity to future

manpower requirements) is of particular importance. In fact, shortages

of skilled, manpower are nearly always due to insufficient educational and/

or training facilities,;rather than to difficulties in filling available

's.eata. A; government being itself a: large employer of manpower at the higher

l/Or where, as is the case in some Asian countries,, thsre is actually

~ unemployment among graduates. ..-.:■.
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skill levels, directly allocates a high proportion of such manpower. Second

ly* it can influence the allocation of high-level manpower even outside the

government employment, e.g. in a country where there is a shortage of doctors,

who moreover tend to settle in towns leaving the rural areas without medical

carey the goverment can achieve a more desirable distribution of doctors by

limiting the number of licences to practise medicine in towns-, and thus ...

forcing new doctors to settle in rural areas. Finally, a very important inst

rument "by which the individual's choice of education, training and oocu

pat.ion can be influenced and adjusted to the intentions of the plan (or to

realistic expectations as regards 8z.$Ul'<*t*$ opportunities), is vocational

guidance and occupational information. ...

On the- whole, therla is a wide-range of instruments that could be used for

affecting the future availabilities of manpower in'different skill groups -

without recourse to compulsory allocation of particular individuals to part

icular occupations or jobs. As discussed earlier (Section I, 2) it takes

time however, and there-are certainly,limits to what can be done. Exper

ience: from many countries suggests that.it is easier to stimulate young people

to shift their attention from one field af specialized education, to another,

than to make^them change their minds as regards how ambitious they should be

in deciding the educational level they are aiming at. - , .

There is a third element (after "objectives" and "measures" in planning

which we should notice at this stage:' 'time. Time' enters into-planning in

two ways: through the "time preference" and 'through the "time-unit of plan

ning". The first aspect, the "time-preference11 is of course vital y impor

tant for the whole field of planning. The problem of allocation of resources

between consumption and investment depends on the time-preference of the so

ciety. .Just as an individual may be asked whether he prefers $100 now and

$500 in ten years' time, or ^200 now and only $300 in ten years1 time, so a

society has to decide, for example, whether it is willing to sacrifice some

primary education two years hence for the sake of having more secondary edu

cation five years hanee. Similar problems arise in matters of health, hous

ing and other areas. Once we have attached a particular value to each con

sideration (e-.g. to general five years' education, aS<compared ^*h oomprensive

medical service) there still remains the problem of the time-prefer_eace -.the

rate at which we discount future benefits to make them as desirable as. smaller,

but immediate, present "benefits. This rate of disccunt should bo --and
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-usually is rdnpl-ioi-t to the general economic plans..-!/-: Ii determines
the ^r^ent value of the. .series- of .returns rife %e expected in"the' future from

;: alternative course;e-(Iof action to: the area of manpower planning as in other

;departmenfts of planning.. Thus ;tii»e~preference as such does not offer

any particular -problems for high level manpower plannersv

■■-• -Thesame, however 'Is not true of She other aspect of tine, "time-unit

of planning", that is the period for which., a plan is drawn. Here we face a

possibility'of a difference between the arbitra;.'iiy«give:.:-period of" We

general development plan ancf" th'e: period which is for technical reasons"" '

neeessary for'formation or skilled manpower. When the "formation period'^

IS"longer -fehad-the "dfevelopment plan period", two types'of difficulties:may
ear ■*'t ."■./.'; ■ . ■ ■ .;■.>■ ■ ■;- iappear ■*'t

f.ai. in the atsence of. the future development^ plan, manpower, planning
ie faced with the task of providing for availabilities to

matoh unknown .requirements;

(b) looking only at how much skilled manpower, is. needed to. attain
the targets of the current plan, planners, may.tend to neglect

the education of the additional manpower ncods -for tlio naatf

Planning period? since such education represents an input not

matched by any output in the current plan (on the other hand

the current plan benfits of course, from overlays from, earlier^
periods).

2lr^ °f th nfOrmation peilodtJ is discussed in Section I, 2

irconneSon^ith T& ^ OOnflneduto ffianP™er planning, but-arise
the time* limit of planning.;
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The second of these difficulties could'"be-taken oare of" by introducing

into the current plan provision for the training of some manpower over and

aboye what will "be-needed for the current period. But the question remains*

how is the size of this provision to be determined in the absence of general

economic planning for the next period? There is no fully satisfactory1

answer to this. A very rough—and —ready solution would be to use the figures

of estimated demand for particular types of. manpower-in alltindividual years

■ l/
of the current plan for trencF7 calculation and extrapolation. ■Such a

solution would, of course, be.based on the.uncertain assumption that the

future economic plan would follow the same path as the current economic

plan. For this reason it seems preferable to adopt a solution based on

the existence of two types of economic plans. The first would be the uxis-

ting development plan covering the period of, say, five years, and the other

would be a longer term general development plan covering 15 to 20 years

sometimes called a perspective plan. Of necessity the perspective plan

would have to be much less precise and less detailed than the five-year

plan. Nevertheless, it should show t ;e main' proportions between the various

aspects of the economy during the next 15 to 20 years, and thus provide a

consistent basis for elaboration of the operative five—year plans, particu

larly in the fields such as high—level manpower formation, where the gest

ation period of investments is longer than the period of the operative plan

In this way ■manpower objectives could be formulated on-the basis of the 15-

20 year plans and incorporated into the targets of the operative five—year

plans. The construction of such a perspective plan should not be an -

impossible task? it would have as basis, the ultimate ■_ go aj 8 which are already

.indentified for the current shorter plan and towards which each succesive

shorter plan represents another step, And^ needless to say the perspe3tiTe

plan would also serve other purposes than manpower planning.

l/ By trend is often understood only a first-rdegret. trend calculated
form figures of the first and the last 'year. We suggest using

figures for all years (of the current planned period) in order to

get a second-degre_ trend which is much preferable for forecasting

in the circumstances of rapid growth.-
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One final point. We have spoken of the gestation period of investment

in training nigt-level manpower, and of the present value of the s;eries of

future returns expeoted-from such an investment. This does not o£ course

itnply that a purely materialistic calculus can or should "be us/ed. in deter

mining the volume of resources to be devoted to education and, training, or

the allocation of these resources among different- levels and specialities.

The . of "investment in human capital" is. at be.st an analogy, and not

necessarily a helpful one. Education is a consumer good as well as an in

vestment* This Is, of course,,, no more than one example of the more general

.point that while other,planners are dealing with inanimate object?, manpower

planners are dealing with human "beings whose welfare is the ultimate

objectives of ail planning* . .

III. IHTBGRATING liANFOWER PLANNING IUTO ECOUOMIC PLMIOTG

We have seen that manpower planning and economic ^planning have a common

purpose namely to achieve certain fundamental aims of the society. These

aims must "be translated into targets which may or may hot include specific

provisions ("sub-targets") concerning manpower. However, even if some

specific provisions regarding manpower are included in the target, they are

of a very broad character and must in any case be elaborated in more detail

in order to serve as a "blueprint for action,

.. Although general economic planning and manpower planning have a common

purpose there is competition for resources between the manpower and other

aspeots of the development planning. . The existing structure of skill

supplies not being sufficent for the immediate achievement of o-ll economic

objectives, expansion in manpower formation is necessary in order to

provide manpower needed for expansion in industry, transport and other

sectors. This expansion in skilled manpower uses resources (notably high-

level manpower for teaching purposes , but also capital) which the general

economic planner allocates with the greatest care among uses, trying to

achieve the highest return to society from each investment unit of resources*

Choice have to be made not only between sectors but also between techniques

of production: a given output, in a sector (e»g* agriculture add instruction)
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oan be achieved with differing amounts of capital and labour* For this

reason, even if .output requirements from a particular sector were known

in advance and were considered, to /be .optimal, the requirements of the sector

for skilled manpower would not automatically follow* Even.where the

requirements have beon'estimated-) it will take time, to meet them, and mun.h

care must be exercised in order -to achieve consistency between the output

plan and the manpower elements oftho over-all plane

The question arises as to how far choices between different products

and different techniques should be ^influenced by the existing skill structure

of the labour force* So far as choice-between-products is concerned,,

■Resources exist to satisfy wants, wants'do not exist to utilize resources.

it'Jfollows that the skill structure should be adapted and developed as time

goes on, to give the community the product—mix it wants, but witifdue re : rd

for the costs of choosing a product—mix that makes specially heavy demands

on high-level manpower (space travel or nuclear deterrents). So far as

choice between techniques is concerned, when a product can "be produced in

either of two ways, there may be substantial advantage in selecting the tech

nique that is better adapted to the existing skill structure and thus makes

fewer demands on scare resources for the formation of additional skills,

provided that this technique does not require an excessive increase in

other inputs. This proposition may need qualification, however, to take

account (a) of differences in the arduousnoss or "disutility" of production

forroaVien1 needed for a particular production techniques may serve other

purposes at the same time. Additional knowledge or skills may be valued

for their own sake as consumer *goods'? and they may in certain cases make

a community more adaptable and enhance its capacity for development.

It might seem that the question of integration of output planning

and manpower planning can be reduced to the question: should the output

plan be modified to take account of the structure of skill supplies, or should

the latter be modified to conform to the former? Or it might seem that

a full integration could be achieved by a compromise, but with one element

being primarily the dominant factor, the "independent variable".
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Our discussion (in.Part II).of-the-strong interdependence of general

economic and manpower considerations implies that neither.of.;,these- methods

can be considered as optimal, The ..reason lies in the interrelationship between

manpower considerations and other economic consideration in planning.. Gener

ally, planning has two qualities: -..consistency ^and optimization. A good plan

should be consistent} that is, supply and demand of all factors cf production

should balanoe.. And it should be optimal, that is, the level at which the

balance is achieved should in each case be the .most appropriate for achievement

of the target. Many plans are content with the achievement of balance, i.e.

with consistency. Consistency in the plan is a/virtue in itself: anon-consis

tent pian will give rise to .difficulties and although some kind of balance

will be achieved ex post* this balance will.be at a "lower" (i.e. Ies2 "than

optimal) level than a balance achieved by following a consistent (although not

quite optimal) plan. The methods of; reconciliation suggested above have the

merit of consistency. However, the^e- methods are unlikely to lead tc an op

timal plan, that is to a plan which is also optimal in the sense that'it shows

the most appropriate levels-at which supply and demand for each particular

factor balance.

The optimal method of integration,Lof output planning with.manpower plan

ning is to treat each in turn as dependent on the other. Only in this way is

it possible to express the fact that the total demand for manpower, and'the

pattern of this demand, depend on, inter alia, ■ investment decisions, while

investment decisions are in turn influenced "by the manpower supply. ■ ;tfhen fact

ors are considered as dependent variables the problem -ia- to find the" relation

ship between them, and then to solve the problem simultaneously. -Technically,

it would amount to finding the various equations linking manpower supply and

demand to other considerations, incorporating these equations into"' the planning

model -(which .includes also a number of otherj; non-manpower, equations) and"sol-

ving" the. equations simultaneously. 'This'method of integrating high-level man

power planning into economic planning, is inherently superior to any other

mothod, but at the sane time it is;iia?ctly pra^.-cWble in tie present stc.-te.of

knowledge; of economic planning. The succeccfu;. application of. this method
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depends firat of all on the availability of reliable data, not culy on

the various aspects of manpower but also on other economic phenomena,

The second condition is the construction of a very detailed model showing

the relationships between manpower and all other economic factors. To this

model would be-then applied an optimization technique showing the best

pattern of development including the optimal rate of formation of skilled

manpower (and its skill distribution) as well as its optimum' allocation

between alternative uses. The optimization technique would in most cases

be based on the concept of shadow (or accounting) prices of factors of

■production, etc, and these would include also shadow prices of the various

types of skilled manpower. Under the circumstances of an acute shortage

of all types of skilled manpower, these accounting, prices would be of

.course very high, much above the existing salaries of such personnel.

On the other hand, in those developing countries where there is a surplus

of a particular type of skilled manpower (e,g, of lawyers) the shadow

prices of such types of skilled personnel would be below the existing

.wage level, and in extreme cases the accounting prices of particular-

skills would equal zero. The purpose of these accounting prices of

partioular skills is to achieve an optimal pattern of formation and al

location of high-level manpower, not to determine the- actual salaries to

be paid to people with particular 'skills. Nevertheless, the accounting

.prices can give some indication about the relative importance of differont

skills for economic development and thus indicate the direction in which

particular salaries or wages could be modified under a flexible wage

policy.—'

1/ This modification of the salaries pattern in the light of .accounting
prices of high-level manpower -corresponds to Harbison's recommendation
that salary scales should reflect the "importance of the job" and not
■be extent of the individual's formal education, such as the number
of degrees he possesses, etc. (p. Harbison: "The Strategy of Human
Resources Development in Modernizing Economies", Problems of '•'
Accelerated Growth and Manpower Planning, in Developing Economies, -.,.

The Institute of National Planning, Cairo', 1962, p.13.
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In- view of.the .difficulties of applying this i£eal method because, ,

of shortage of r. liable data and particularly because of the limitations

of present programming techniques for processing data in the degree of

detail required, we have to look for another method.

The sebond method of integration, less demanding on planning technique,

but possibly more laborious and definitely "less optimal", attemps to

approximate to simultaneous solution of planning problems without actually,

using the simultaneous solution method. It does not take the economic

plan as an "independent variable" to which the "dependent variable" of

high*-level manpower planning has to be linked, but proceeds by taking in

turn the considerations in the economic plan and the considerations in the

manpower plan as independent variable and the other as dependent variable,

repeating the process several times, The use of high-level manpower

information as alternatively a dependent and independent variable in

relation to other economic information could, given a sufficient numcrer

of repetitions, give the same result as the simultaneous solution method.

In practice, it will not be possible to repeat the process more than a few

times at the best, and the resulting plan will therefore remain some

distance "from the optimal solution* ' '■■'■"

"What form this method of integration will take in practice depends

on the form of general economic planning in each particular country.

Basically this method rests on considering manpower formation as one

economic sector, the output of which is (a) the input of the other sectors;

(b) its own input (e.g. teachers) and also (c) the contribution to the

"final bill of goods". (The last mentioned use of the "education output"

is of considerable importance, as it takes care of the usual objection of

educationalists that economic development requirements are not the only- ■

justification for educational expansion.) The method can thus be applied

in a number of ways, ranging from some type of input-output model—' to the

Soviet system of balance to less aggregate methods^ The interaction

1/ In that case it may be solved simultaneously and beoome in fact our first
method. Hut it is possible to use the input—output framework without

simultaneous solution.
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■between" manpower1'considerations and economic considerations theft-" takes

place at various levels, from the national level downwards.

However, whatever the type of planning and the corresponding form of

integration, there are a number of relations "between- manpower and economic

aspects of development which all types, of planning have to. tajce into con

sideration. Let.us, for example, take the. case,of.the construction of,a steel

mill of a given capacity. Hou many people of u.;\voruiv: (or equivalent)

educational level will be needed for the construction? What will "be the

proportion of various skills? If.there is another technique of steel.mill

construction (say, more labour intensive), will there be different manpower

requirements either in total number;or in the proportion, of skills? What

will be the skilled manpower requirements for ope:;:^ing: such a steel mill?

Or let us take an example from, the supply. side.. Suppose that manufacturing

will require 100 more eleotrical engineers than could-be provided:from

existing institutions. How many more people.wiXl have to attend university

and secondary schools in order to provide for the 100 extra electrical

engineers, keeping in mind that the secondary school-leavers are also .

scarce, that ther.- is some wastage and that an increased number of secondary

school and university students will require also an increased number of

teachers and university lecturers. The additional demand for 100 electrical

engineers may thus result in increasing the number of secondary school

enrolments by 150, electrical engineering students by 120, of mathematics

students by 5, of physics students by 3, history students by 2, etc. This

type of information -=^is important for all types of manpower planning

particularly for our method aiming at ro.ionciling it V.:.-';:i general economic

planning on as equal a basis as possible. Some of the relations between

1/ It will be observed that this type of information has a strong re-semblance
to "technical coefficients in input-output tables. In fact, if planning
were done with the help of some input-Output' model, with a very great

number of sectors (education itself being-broken into a. number of sectors)
the answer to eaoh of the questions asked here would represent (after
translation into the common unit of the model) a technical coefficient.
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manpower and eoonoraic variables may differ 'according to the peculiar

situation of each Country, "but many - one may suspec-t most *- will be

very similar for most under-developed countries. Assuming: the continuing

existence of planning in developing countries and the acute 'shortage of

higa-level manpower Inmost of them, research into these relationships

would be most useful. ' ; ,

This method of integrating high-level manpower planning and. economic

planning attempts, as we have said, to approximate the optimal simultaneous

Solution by alternatively taking one variable as independent and the other

as dependent* The number of these alternatives being limited, there is

some point in considering which will be taken first in which role. Sine

resources exist to satisfy wants and not the othej way round, it seems

logical to take,, in the first step of the process, the output plan as

independent variable and to adapt high-level manpower consideration to it.

In the second step the imbalance between supply and dem?.nd of particular

skills is- taken into account, and the output plan is changed, to some ex

tent, in order to remove the imbalance. This may be done either by leaving

out or scaling down some projects for which not enough high-level manpower

would be available, or-by using techniques that are better adapted to

utilize available skills, .or by.increasing training facilities, again of

course at. the expense of some non-manpower, projects, or by a combination

of these approaches. Sometimes the integration process ends.here, securing

more or less consistency, but remaining--retheir far from optimal allocation

of resojjrces. The success, of such■an approach depends .to,,.a. .great extent

on the output plan having already tak'en at least some account of the

manpower considerations, as otherwise the imbalance in particular skills

might seriously endanger the implementation of the plan, or alternatively

measures taken to. secure manpower balance could disturb balance among

other factors in the general' economic plan.—' ■ ■-:■;■

1/ There■is.another method' of adapting manpower planning1^ general economic

* planning" on the basis of. analogy1 with oth'er countries. This method is

based on past experience from many -countries showing rather stable

relations between-certain manpower"and other"factors'at a given stage

of development, A very crude use of this method is to relate education
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IV, CCNCLUSIONS: BASIC FUI-ICTIGN -OF LIANFCWER

As a "background to a discussion of- the principal functions' or the

major steps-in manpower planning, it may be convenient to 'summarize

briefly the over-.all conclus-ion we have arrived at as regards the Interde

pendence of manpower and general development, and the need for integrating

manpower planning into general development planning. This may be done an

followsi

Manpower planning, as integrated into general planning, ■ aims at

harmonizing the future' course of two interdependent sets of processes, both

of -which are partly' controlled and partly autonomous':

(i) One set of processes represents the future output of goods and

services,i.e« the total size of the output as well as its

composition; the output and its structure are partly determined

by available resources, including manpower resources (hence the

interdependence), and the technique of utilizing them - but also

by the output preference of the community ultimately related

to the consumption preferences of the individuals.' (These

preferences may exercise their influence through the supply-*

demand price mechanism on the private consumption market, or

they may be directed politically, be interpreted -or misinterpreted

^y legislatures, public planning agencies, etc,). A manpower

Footnote cont.Expenditure and gross national product in mere" developed ooun-
tries to ge$ a first clue.about the percentage of G.N.F. a less developed

country could profitably allocate to education- 'A much more advanced

■fceohnique ie to construct a composite index of human resource develop:- ■~-,uJ-

(based on indicators such as the number of teachers and other high-level
manpower per 10,000 population, and school enrolment at different levels

as a percentage of the population in relevant age groups) and relate this

^index to the general economic development as measured, e.*g. .by the G.N.P.

per capita, (See a forthcoming book by F, Harbison and Charles A. Myers:
Human Resource Development and Economic Growth, to be published in 1963,)

Generally speaking, tie analogy method must be used with ..particular

caution and only after thorough research, in order to take account of

differences in economic structure, traditional patterns, geographical
conditions, etc. While it may be of much use, it will prbbably never

be possible to use it as a full substitute for other methods.
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implication analysis of expectations and plans regarding.the future, output

corresponds to a forecast of what is traditionally called manpower demand.

(ii) The other set of processes represents the future manpower

availabilities, i.e. the total size of the potential input

(the labour force) as well as its composition.in. terms of

different skills; the labour f-crQe and its structure are partly

determined by such factors as population size and composition

(including the distribution of abilities) and resources

available for education purposes - but also by the educational

and occupational preferences of the individual; a manpower

implication analysis of expectations and plans regarding the

factors determining manpower availabilities corresponds tn a

foresast of what is traditionally called manpower supply.

The future course of each of these two sets of processes represents,

of course, a compromise (worked out more or less deliberately, or arrived

at spontaneously) between the desirable and the possible; what is desirable

must be judged from many angles, and the possibilities-are restricted by

many factors. As has been mentioned already, these two Sets of processes

are also highly interdependent and in the last analysis the. objective of

manpower forecasting and planning will be to reconcile the consumption

preferences and the educational-occupational preferences of.the individuals

as the basis for integrated development target-aetting and planning.

Obvious and clear as th? principle of integrating manpower planning

into, general development planning may seem, it still remains to spell out

more specifically (i) the contributions to-be made by the manpower plannerj

and (ii) what are the technical steps through which these problems are

analysed, and relevant information is fed into :the .over-all planning
procedure, ... . ■

.. As was said in the introductory part of this paper; all through the

development planning.process there are problems and decisions to be taken

that have a manpower aspect, and which call for the contributions of a man

power specialist, or rather a team of such people. The manpower specialist

may come in, however, at different levels and in various functions as is
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"briefly illustrated by th< following list, which includes some more import

tant manpower functions in planning*

(a) at a fairly high level of decision taking, e.g. as regards

fundamental aims and employment objectives, the co-ordination of

various. manpower functions in planning with a view to make

them fit in with each other as well as with ether elements in

the overall planj

(b) as a specialist on assessing specific skill requirements implied

. ... in development plans or projects, or on designing programmes

to promote adequate supplies and full utilization of manpower;

(o) as an administrator of the various instruments, and measures thr

which manpower's contribution to the implementation of the

development plan is achieved - be it an employment service,

a public work programme err a vocational training scheme;

(d) as a technician on collection and processing of information?

e.g. on the current employment situation and manpower resources,

including the development of tools like occupational.and

educational training classifications.

Obviously, we have not yet reached the stage of me.thological develop

ment when it has become possible to work out a sufficiently detailed list

of manpower planning functions, tc show where and how all the important

ones should be fitted into the successive steps through which a fully in

tegrated over-all development plan is arrived at. All we know is that

such integration will have to be rather sophisticated and complicated.

To some extent this oan be seen from the list presented below, of some

main manpower planning fuctions. The purpose of this list is to

demonstrate sketchily one possible way of organizing the technical steps

through which manpower planning fuctions could be integrated into the

overall planning process - if we are to content ourselves with the success

ive approximation method of integration, less optimal than the simultane

ous solution (see Section III above)e It should also be. emphasized that
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lint Btar-t.B mere, ox less at a stage wn^ too oyesftll plaa ha», already

been est .blished in a tentative version) the infoi ation on nan,,ower ^ro"bIcir.E

.nd aspects th::t should "be fed into the plan-msltine ^t earlier st-*.oes is not

dealt Tilth, Furthermore, the list is cut s, ort'.it t'.e other end too; all

jrobl'-cs related to tha implementation and continuous adjustment .fcof plans

are left out. V:ith these limitations the follo^ine: list indicates the main

points'tfc.it should be covered in the "central" part of a comprehensive

manpower planning programme:

(a) Sstimatlnft the future labour forces (size, agey sex^etc,

composition) is mainly a matter nf .exp.eotational foreoasting;

certain factors, bowoT^r, ' enrb an t>i*■'labour force participation of

wrmen," young and old people, may "be partly influenced by deliberate

policy measures*

(b) Setting of employment targets* a hi^i level of employment often

being one of the fundamental aims to "be promoted by the develop

ment plan, employment targets may be set, based cin labour fnroe

estimates, information on present employment' an.d its structure

expectations and tentative plans as regards the genera"! economic

development, and policy considerations. ■■ *

(<•*) Manpower implication analysis of development plans. If development

plans are not comprehensive enough to cover .'the whole1 economy they

must be supplemented "by expectational forecasts for the purpose of

this analysis. (Even when manpower demands ean be derived from

development plan's this implication analysis involves important

elements of expectati^nal forecasting, e«g* of"the impact of

technological change on r.^---all i:~adacii*ity;"ri££i& a, xxvoxx

industrial sector and on'ihe skills required for a given produc

tion.) .

(i) estimate of total effeof on employment, to*be-:checked against

■ - .overall employment targetj , ■-. . .

(ii) estimates of manpower requirements by educational categories in

terms of stock- Sum of all requirements must be checked against
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■ ,- overall employment target. (Tiio; educational breek&ova of manpower

■ -requirement.Sr may- be; arrived at via estimates of future distribution

■ ■ . .of employment "by industry and by occupation.) 5

(tii) 'conversion of "manpower requirements into terms* Of out-turn;, ever time

' ; from different tranches o* education r Sum of all out t^n raust be

checked against calculations regarding the tctal- out-turn-fron the

educational system and the total inflow into -the- .labour force.

(d)?Cyecasts of margins of control, in respect of the ..out^tugn over time from

' each branch Of education and training; i.e. the maximum -and mini mum out-turn

1 "that can be achieved, In these-calculations it is necessary to take into

cons deration" such factors as culturally or politically determined education

al targets, variability of educational technology,. consumption demand for

..-education, and expansion possibilities as restricted by shortage of finan-

-■■■■ cial .resources $ of teachers, school buildings, eic,.:

'(©) Comparison of required _put2^urnslM(oUj.li) with forecast maximum and

"'■ minimum- outers turns, (d)Reqv.ired out turns will- sometimes fall within margins

of control (and can accordingly be met if judged isolated), others will fall

belew the Screca'st minimum or above the forecast maximum out-turn (and ca

cannot be met). . ■

(f) Working out a complete series of adjusted out-turn estimates, These esti-

' : mates must of course fall withing the maximum and minimum out-turn esti-

' "mates,(d). Their sum nrusf equal the expected total•out-turn from the educa-

fional system. Some of these revised estimates x?uj be mad© deliberately

" to differ from the required out-turn even when the latter falls within the

margins of control --/ , but as a Bet these revise'd estimates should re

present "the best possible;i c-:np^uE±se * ' '■'■ ■

l/ The reason for this is, of course? that-while the sum ;of•all reconciled
estimates is already given - some discrepancies "between, required out-turns

and reconciled estimates cannot be avoided, and there is no reason why

these "forced, .discrepancies'- would svon :.i'+ oach otherj , sone further

adjustments will then have to be made<
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(g) Check-back of the feasibility of development plans, Depending

upon the discrepancy between the required out-turns, (c) (iii),

and the adjusted estimates, (f), development plans will "be

judged feasible, or will have to be modified,—'

(h) Derivation of guide-lines for educational training planning* In

case the development plan has to be modified according to (g)

above, it may be necessary to repeat t .e whole procedure onoe

(or seYeral times more), adjusting the manpower implication

analysis and the reconciliation tc modified plans. When

correspondence has been arrived at, the set of adjusted estimates,

(f), will represent the educational planning targets to be arrived

at through use of such instruments as capacity changes in the

educational system, vocational guidance, etc.

l/ Sometimes it will, of course, be possible to change the requirements
by choosing another technique of production, and the planned output

can remain.


